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Methods:
● Classification models were trained against a common binary endpoint using the 

definition of severe disability defined above. For regression, we mapped PDDS 
into “effective EDSS” [3], for a combined analysis of both endpoints.

● Univariate associations between measured protein concentrations in the MSDA 
test assay panel for classification and regression endpoints. 

Results: 
● Calculated AUROC or Spearman’s correlation coefficient and generated 

nonparametric p-values (by counting the number of times the signal data was 
exceeded by randomly generated/null hypothesis data).

● We found the following statistically significant proteins (p ≤ 0.05):
○ Classification: GFAP, CDCP1, TNFRSF10A
○ Regression: GFAP, FLRT2, CXCL9, CXCL13, CCL20, APLP1, IL-12B, 

TNFRSF10A, OPG

● We see promising initial results for the correlation of several proteins with disability as measured by EDSS/PDDS, key indicators of MS disability status.
● We see a strong dependence of all models on patient age wherever that feature is allowed to contribute to a model. When included in a model, age is the most important feature.
● Demographically corrected protein concentrations alone show inferior performance compared to age and sex alone.
● Protein concentration with age and sex are among the most performant feature sets in this study. Most pronounced with regression, some effect in classification as well.
● DMT class adds little information to classification models, but greatly improves regression. Difference is reflected in the DMT class importance values too.
● Little performance difference between best and PoDR features. Most “statistical work” being done by proteins chosen early in the forward selection (note the flatness of forward selection 

curves near global maximum).
● GFAP is the most important protein feature. APLP1 is nearly as important for regression, hardly impacts classification. CXCL13 and CDCP1 are also important for both.
● Catboost classification and regression yields little difference in performance but seems to spread importance more evenly across all features.
● When we separate models for men and women there is some interesting difference between sexes in feature importance. Models for women tend to lean more on age, while those for men 

tend to have a more even distribution across a greater number of features.
● Recall that the patient cohort was not optimized for this endpoint. This study builds on a secondary endpoint for a study using Gd-enhancing lesions to track MS disease activity.
● Additionally, EDSS and PDDS are both quite focused on mobility, making them an incomplete measure of disability in MS patients.
● Plans for future investigations of DS include:

○ Other endpoints, particularly radiographic information and different measures of cognition.
○ Longitudinal/dynamical analysis of patient histories to better account for patient to patient variation.
○ Predictive modeling to assess early in a patient’s journey whether they are likely to show high levels of DS or not.
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Model building methods:
Classification and regression analyses proceeded along the following parallel path:
1. Optimal baseline logistic regression (classification) and ridge regression (regression) model configuration was chosen using a grid 

search through reasonable parameter space using only the proteins as features.
2. Age and sex then added as features (disease duration not added because of start date ambiguity in MS, and its correlation with age).
3. Trained separate versions of the baseline model for men and women.
4. Used Catboost [4] (a more sophisticated model architecture, better suited for categorical variables) for proteins, age, and sex.
5. Finally, we included disease modifying therapy (DMT) class (from Tab. 1) to the model to examine the importance of DMT information.
Model building results:
● All results compared to a baseline model using only age and sex to predict disability status or effective EDSS. 
● Comparison is necessary because disability naturally increases with age–need to quantify added benefit from protein information.
● Feature importance allows us to check the degree to which each feature contributes to the model.
● Feature importance values shown in Fig. 4 are non-parametric and estimated from the error induced by permuting each column of the 

feature matrix individually ten times and then averaging the resulting the drop in performance (either AUROC or R2) [5, 6]. Features 
not included in a particular model or feature set have importance set to zero in Fig. 4.

Estimation of Disability Status from Blood Serum Protein Concentrations

Background
The evaluation of multiple sclerosis (MS) disability status (DS) currently relies on qualitative assessments of radiographic and clinical evidence. Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) 
[1] and Patient Determined Disease Steps (PDDS) [2] are two broadly adopted semi-quantitative tools for describing disability status of MS patients.

Explore development of a blood-based multiplex proteomic test associated with EDSS and PDDS 
using serum samples obtained from 4 sites: Brigham and Women's Hospital (BWH - CLIMB Study), 
University of Massachusetts (UMASS - FSDD Study), American University of Beirut (AUB), and Rocky 
Mountain Multiple Sclerosis Clinic (RMMSC).

Objectives

● 595 serum samples with disability status scores were assayed in a custom proteomic 
immunoassay panel. 

● The cohort and the assay panel were optimized for the assessment of MS disease activity (DA). 
The DS analysis presented in this report represents a secondary, exploratory study. 

● After correction for age and sex, the data were used to build models for both regression of disability 
score and classification of samples as having either mild/moderate or severe disability. 

● The threshold for severe disability was taken as each score’s association with the ability to walk 
unassisted (EDSS = 5.0, PDDS = 4.0)[1, 2].

Cohort

Feature selection methods: 
● All significant univariate features were included in the optimized feature set. 
● Selected more features for each analysis using greedy forward selection. 
● Maximized area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC) and R2 

between predicted and effective EDSS.
● Train/test split (two thirds/one third) to control overfitting, performed 100 bootstrap 

simulations, averaging over all splits to minimize the effect of outlier samples. 
● Forward selection search output shows the maximized metric as the most 

performant next protein is added to the feature set. 
Feature selection results: 
● Models include the protein at that tick and all the ones to the left.
● Shaded region around the traces from variation across the train/test splits. 
● Also plot fractional change in optimized metric as proteins are added to the 

feature set (1% fractional change marked with a dashed gray line).
● For each analysis (classification and regression), we took two feature sets:

○ Maximum performance metric (“Best”),
○ the “point of diminishing returns” (“PoDR”) where the forward selection curve “levels off” 

(PoDR formally defined as the smallest feature set where performance is within one standard 
deviation of the neighborhood around the optimal model size).

● Selected proteins for each analysis (with the PoDR features in bold):
○ Classification: GFAP, CDCP1, CXCL13, VCAN, APLP1
○ Regression: CXCL13, GFAP, APLP1, FLRT2, CXCL9, TNFRSF10A, CCL20, CDCP1, GH

Analysis: Multivariate

Conclusions
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Analysis: Univariate

Tab. 1: Cohort summary table, split by disability status.
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Analysis: Multivariate (cont.)

Fig. 1: Univariate performance for classification of disability status (left) and regression of effective EDSS for each protein as 
specified by optimized metric (top panel of both sides, AUROC for classification and Spearman’s ρ2 for regression) and 
non-parametric p-value (bottom panel of both sides).

Fig. 2: Forward selection output for classification (left) and regression (right).

Fig. 3: Model performance for classification (top) and 
regression (bottom) models for both feature sets. The “best” 
feature set is shown in red, while the PoDR feature set is 
shown in blue. In both panels, the age and sex only model is 
shown as a grey band.

Fig. 4: Non-parametric feature importance (from permutation-induced error) for all models and feature sets. Classification features are shown on the left, regression 
features on the right. The “best” features have importances drawn in red bars, with PoDR features in blue. For the one study where men and women were treated in 
separate models, the models for men are drawn in a lighter shade than women. Features not contained in a particular model have their importance set to zero.
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